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Abstract. The management of the universal self-stacker in the assembly
line handles many different operations, which differ in the complexity of
the solved problems, the response time of the controller, energy and other
parameters. It is usually used one controller with all the features that have a
lot of external input-output modules and have to deal with many tasks in
parallel. The management application must be very complicated and blind
with the risk of collision management processes and the need to address
the priority of the management process. If the processes are divided into
groups, each group of processes is solved by a separate controller.
For simple processes, where appropriate, can be used for immediate
response simple and easy to control, it is necessary to solve complex
management processes using a controller with sufficient power, energy
load, math performance and sufficient memory.

1 Introduction
The Universal shelf-stacker (USS), is equipment that stores shelves on the assembly line, so
that residual space is minimized and the storage space in universal shelf-stacker is very
energy and efficiently used (Figure 1). This equipment is contained in 2 towers, between
them there is vertically movable equipment, that manipulates the shelves - extractor.
The extractor inserts the shelf into the tower assembly line in another position. The hood
can only be handled with one shelf at a time. The shelves can be placed in the tower in
another position to avoid collision with other shelves or shelves or with another object of
mechanical construction of universal shelf-stacker. There is dispensing opening, in tower
the maximum height of the assembly line shelf, in which operating personal can handle
with shelf content or a shelf. When shelf is putting into the universal shelf-stacker from
dispensing slot, the maximum high of assembly line shelf is measured [1]. This item is very
important to create space for the shelf. When moving the shelf from the suction space to the
extractor, the weight of the shelf contents is measured by a special method - energy load.
When the weight limit is exceeded, the USS does not insert the shelf into the tower, but
returns it to the dispensing opening.
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The movement of the moving parts of the universal shelf-stacker is performed by actuators
- a three-phase asynchronous motor, only one of which is connected to the output of the
converter. This solution for assembly lines sufficient for movement, because it follows
from the principle of the universal shelf-stacker that it is not possible to move in the vertical
and horizontal directions at the same time.

Fig. 1. Scheme of universal shelf-stacker. blue – towers of universal shelf-stacker, blue – dispensing
slot, brown – shelves, dark brown – extractor, orange – items on the shelves.

2 Aims and methodology
The control system of universal shelf-stacker is complicated set of electronic components,
sensors, actuators, safety elements and so on [11]. Control system must perform:
•
synchronous performing more tasks with various priority of processing,
•
synchronous performing more tasks with various time of reaction,
•
performing input data from sensors, measuring components, back-coupling
components, etc.,
•
controlling many types of actuators,
•
communication with outer system,
•
communication interface for operating personal and servicemen [11].
The process of controlling a universal shelf stacker has to handle many different
processes, which differ in their complexity and time response. As a rule, the process, which
requires a shorter reaction time, is simpler. The simplest processes need the shortest
reaction time (eg. emergency stop) and the processes we have to control based on a
complex algorithm usually do not need an immediate response (eg. to create the best
position to place the shelf in the universal shelf stacker).
The control system for light processes usually requires different hardware than the
control system for a complex process, therefore the control system of the universal rack
stacker is divided into 4 layers with a vertical hierarchy. These layers are interconnected by
communication channels (see Figure 2). Each of the control layers may be implemented on
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a different hardware platform, but this does not preclude the connection of any layers with
the same hardware platform on one unit.
With hardware design, layers can be created on other hardware platforms:
8-bit microprocessor (e.g. from Intel, Atmel, PIC, Fairchild, Motorola and others)
32-bit microprocessor from Atmel, ARM, Intel, Motorola or other companies
Many types of PLC (programmable logic controller) from many companies (B&R,
Siemens, Unitronics, Panasonic, Rockwell Automation, ...)
Industrial PC for harsh industrial environments.
The universal shelf-stacker control layers are divided according to the response and
operation time into 4 independent parts, which are in a vertical hierarchical structure.
2.1 Zero layer control system of the universal stacker
Collect data from position sensors, end position sensors, extractor shelf presence and dosing
slot sensors, synchronized and safety sensors. The layer zero also works with the actuators
in such a way that, through its outputs, it controls the connecting elements enabling the
movement and switching of energy from the frequency converter between the motors of the
moving parts. This layer is the fastest and its reaction time is the shortest in the process of
inspecting the moving parts of the universal stacker. Together, the processes that control the
zero layer are very simple and easy. Thus, a simple programmable component is sufficient
for a layer zero control system that can prepare data from multiple digital inputs and can
control multiple digital outputs [7].

Fig. 2. Hierarchical layer structure of the universal shelf-stacker module control system.

2.2 The second layer of the universal shelf-stacker control system
Contains universal shelf-stackers of electrode control algorithms. It determines whether the
task is feasible, which means that the algorithm defines that the shelf can be inserted into
the UCS based on the measured shelf height, the measured shelf weight and the distribution
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of the positions of the other shelves on the universal shelf stacker. In the next step, layer
two decides on the ideal position of the shelf for economical use of storage space.
The second layer addresses all optional functions of the universal stacker such as
defragmenting storage space, loading new racks for use in the universal stacker and
unloading racks, temporarily decommissioning and returning racks, restoring the universal
stacker after an electrical disaster, after an emergency stop, etc. The operating and system
data are stored on the second layer and all parameters of the universal rack stacker are
stored on this layer (description of the position of the free zones, mechanical parts of the
universal rack stacker, parameter packages for the frequency converter). The second layer
stores operational data as a data package for operating the universal rack stacker, rack
database, data backup, which are used on the recovery machine after a non-standard
interruption of operation [2, 8].
2.3 Layer three of universal shelf-stacker control system
Is a graphical, user-friendly interface designed for users of the universal shelf-stacker and
service personnel (HMI - Human Machine Interface). Layer three makes it possible to
manage the universal shelf-stacker by means of a menu very easily and users can use all the
functions of the universal shelf-stacker which are intended for users at the level, e.g. get a
shelf from the universal shelf-stacker. The administrator can use the HMI to read statistics
on the operation of the universal shelf-stacker, the frequency of use of the shelves, manage
users and their user rights to racks (which the rack user can obtain from the universal shelfstacker), can load and delete shelves to or from the device and can temporarily load and
unload shelves from use. Through the HMI, service personnel can completely set all the
parameters of the universal rack stacker in a user-friendly interface, they can define the
mechanical view of the machine, the places where the mechanical reinforcements of the
machine are located, the dispensing opening. They can define the positions of free zones in
which shelves are located. Service personnel can check the functions of all sensors of all
types that are located in the universal shelf-stacker. Servants can move independently of the
actuators using the controls in situations where the movement is not safe or they are in
conflict with the basic logic of the moving parts of the universal shelf-stacker.

3 Results
The universal shelf-stacker control unit is manufactured on an 8-bit microprocessor base
from Atmel (layers zero and layer one) and on a platform industrial PC (layers two and
layer three). Layer zero is implemented on an AtMega 128 microprocessor that has
sufficient memory space for the software and has a sufficient number of inputs and outputs.
Sensors for position synchronization, a sensor for the maximum upper and lower position
of the extractor, sensors for scanning the shelf on the extractor and on the dispensing slot
are connected to the microprocessor. The outputs control the contactors that connect the
actuator motors to the output frequency converter and the display components on the front
panel of the universal rack stacker. The reaction time of the control unit is less than 1 ms -1.
This reaction time is sufficient to stop the engines in the event of a disaster or emergency
stop.
 The first layer was made on an AtXmega128A1 microprocessor because:
 has a sufficient number of communication interfaces, four of which are used,
 has a technology called "event system", where functional quadrature decoding
determines the position if the IRC sensor is without the addition of software,
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 operates at a high frequency (32 MHz), so input data is performed immediately and
outputs are set in real time.
A position sensor for vertical and horizontal movement is connected to the
microprocessor. The positioner regulates the position puller (vertical movement of the
shelf). Slave speed, current and torque control of the actuator is provided by a frequency
converter.
Layer one communicates with the frequency converter and when this communication is
interrupted, it stops the movement of the moving parts of the UCS. The direction of
movement is controlled by the digital inputs of the frequency converter, because the
response time of the converter to the data communication is so long that it is necessary.
When the weight is measured, the frequency converter enters the data into the
communication bus and there is a torque data from which the empirically derived shelf
weight can be derived. Layer 1 also communicates with the measuring barrier. The height
of the shelf is measured each time the shelf moves from the dispensing slot to the UCS on
the extractor. The highest point sends to layer two to ensure the best position on the
position shelf to the USS tower. Layer one communicates with main layer two and slave
layer zero.
The second layer is implemented on an industrial PC, all-in-one version with touch
screen. This layer solves the basic algorithms for the movement of the actuators (vertical
and horizontal movement), it must ensure the non-collisional movement of the moving
parts of the universal shelf-stacker. The second layer must be produced in particular:
 Calculating the position of the shelf in the universal shelf-stacker so that the shelves
cannot collide with the mechanical parts of the universal shelf-stacker (reinforcement) or
other contents of the shelves or shelves that are located on the shelves.
 Commands for the mechanical movement of the actuators, so that the required shelf is
inserted into the dosing slot of the universal shelf-stacker.
 Commands for mechanical movement of the actuators, so that the shelf from the dosing
slot is moved to the universal shelf-stacker in the ideal position.
 A sequence of commands to measure the height of the shelf as it moves from the
dispensing slot to the universal shelf-stacker on the extractor.
 Sequence of commands for movable drives to determine the weight of the shelf.
 Development of defragmentation of the storage algorithm.
 Operation of a command automaton, which automatically executes commands with a
response to the state after the command is executed.
 Equipment recovery after a power failure or emergency stop of the universal shelfstacker or a catastrophe or other unplanned interruption of the work of the universal
shelf-stacker.
The second layer uses many data collections that are stored in an external data store.
This secure data storage has an internal mechanism to prevent data loss and destruction.
The second layer can be connected to the main material management system, which is
stored in the universal shelf-stacker and with which it is possible to assign commands to
move the shelves to the dispensing slot.
The calculation of the shelf position in the universal shelf-stacker can be performed
with other optional parameters. The basic parameter is the economy of storage space use.
The storage defragmentation procedure is used to integrate the remaining spaces into the
universal shelf-stacker, where the shelves cannot be placed, into several free spaces with
sufficient height to store the shelves.
Layer three is also designed on an industrial computer platform for economic reasons as
a stand-alone application, which is performed from a layer two application. Some users can
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only log in and log out on the home screen, and after logging in, they can bring any shelf to
which they are authorized. This command moves the shelf to the dispensing slot. The same
procedure is used to take the shelf into the universal shelf-stacker. The user can also
temporarily delete the shelf from use and add the temporarily deleted shelf to the system
again and change the percentage of acceleration when moving the shelf. In addition, the
administrator can manage users, that is, create and delete users, manage permissions to use
shelves by users. The administrator can also insert a new shelf into the system and remove
shelves from the system [4, 9].

4 Conclusion
The menu can be used by employees after logging in and consists of several screens
describing the settings of the universal shelf system. On these screens, service personnel
can see how the shelves with their basic data are organized, they can clearly define the
individual positions of the fields, height, parameters and, in fact, everything that is
necessary. Repairmen can oversee the description of mechanical elements, reinforcement.
Service personnel check the status of all sensors according to each logical group and check
all relevant functions, move independently with actuators, create backups and restore
settings of the universal shelf system, initialize modules and restore all necessary
parameters in modules from backup.
The hardware platform of the control module layers for the universal shelf system is
implemented as described above for minimizing development time, for economic reasons
and for programming all described algorithms on all layers. A complex and complicated
algorithm for calculating the shelf location to the optimal position and defragmenting the
storage space on layer two can be solved on the PLC platform, but this solution is
disproportionately more expensive. The second layer can also be implemented on platform
32-bit microprocessors or 8-bit microprocessors (for example AtXmega), but the possibility
of debugging on a PC platform significantly reduces the time required for the development
of control software.
Acknowledgment: This article was made under support of project: STIMULY MATADOR
1247/2018. Project title: Research and development of modular reconfigurable production systems
using Smart Industry principles for automotive with pilot application in MoBearing Line industry.
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